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Abstract

pH dependent interfacial chemistry depends upon the distribution and respec-

tive pKa values of different surface active sites. This is highly relevant to chem-

istry of nanoparticle morphologies that expose faces with varying surface termination.

Recent synthetic advances for nanoparticles of various minerals, including boehmite

(AlO(OH)), present an excellent opportunity to compare and contrast predicted sur-

face pKa on low Miller index planes so as to reinterpret reported interfacial properties

(i.e., point of zero charge - PZC) and reactivity. This work employs ab-initio molecular

dynamics and empirical models to predict site-specific pKa values of accurate (bench-

marked) surface models of boehmite. Using the different surface site populations, the

PZC is determined and the influence this has upon reported interfacial chemistry is

described.
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Introduction

Mineral surface acid-base chemistry underpins a variety of applications, from catalysis to con-

taminant absorption.1–4 Mineral morphology is often comprised of nanoparticles that expose

different faces, whose surface termination or bond connectivity may vary significantly and

influence the aqueous interfacial chemistry. Consider 2:1 phyllosilicate surfaces, whose basal

faces are hydrophobic while their edges are hydrophilic.5 The added complexity imparted

by variations in surface exposures complicate a fundamental understanding of nanoparticle

interfacial chemistry. This manifests itself within the measured properties, like the point

of zero charge (PZC), that represent an ensemble average over all sites that is weighted by

the site populations that are exposed on the different exposed mineral faces. This yields a

PZC (or other property) that is highly-dependent on the morphology of the nanoparticle; for

instance platelets of the aluminum oxyhydroxide mineral boehmite, AlOOH, that primarily

expose the (010) surface have a reported PZC of 9.5 whereas nanorod particles that increased

the surface area the (100) and (101) faces have a value of 11.4.6

Yet advances to synthesis methodologies are now allowing for the selective production

of nanoparticles with specific morphologies, as in the recent work of Zhang et al. that has

focused upon boehmite nanoparticle synthesis.7 Boehmite is important to many scientific

communities and serves as an excellent framework for understanding variations in surface

properties as a function of nanoparticle morphology. The PZC of an array of morphologies

are reported in Table S1, highlighting the importance of a face-dependent understanding of

the surface acidity. As a contaminant adsorbent8–10 prior work has focused upon the removal

of fluoride and indicated a significant pH dependence—where adsorption is minimal at pH >

7.5 (often mandating acidification of contaminated groundwater).11 Boehmite is also a key

intermediate within the well-known Bayer process for aluminum and alumina production,

and as a component of industrial wastes that can influence remediation and processing.8–10,12

In both cases, the essential dissolution and precipitation behavior is highly influenced by the

interfacial chemistry at a colloidal or nanoparticle level.13,14
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This work seeks to differentiate and understand the variations in site-specific pK as of the

different low Miller index faces of boehmite that are exposed during the synthesis of nanopar-

ticles with selective morphologies. Further, we use boehmite to examine key methodological

approximations used within typical computational protocols for pK a determination. We

compare and contrast the pK a of acid sites obtained using the semi-empirical multi-site

complexion (MUSIC) model,15,16 a model developed for a broad array of minerals dependent

on bond valence and bond distances, with first principles molecular dynamics methods em-

ploying thermodynamic integration, more precisely the vertical energy gap method.17–19 In

addition to quantifying the site-specific pK as and the site populations on different faces that

yield the PZC, we also pay attention to the importance of the equilibrium surface structure

to the obtained pK a values. The morphology dependent protonation/deprotonation chem-

istry for boehmite that results from this work can be used to gain insight into the myriad

of adsorption phenomena relevant to boehmite’s applications as an adsorbent and in the in-

dustrial processing of this important mineral. We envision that future synthesis procedures

will be designed to promote growth of edges based upon the predicted acid-base behavior

presented in this study and that these may be optimized for adsorption of environmentally

relevant solutes like fluoride.

Computational Methods

A suite of complementary methods have been employed for the equilibration of surface

structures and subsequent pK a calculations. This includes: (i) utilizing classical molec-

ular dynamics (CMD) to create approximate equilibrated boehmite:water interfaces, (ii)

re-equilibration of the surface models using ab-initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) from

the CMD structure. This will potentially include surface reconstruction (i.e. hydrogena-

tion/hydroxalation of terminal surface atoms via H2O splitting), and (iii) determination of

the acidity constant of surface sites through AIMD thermodynamic integration.
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Surface Models. The boehmite unit cell, with parameters a = 3.709 Å, b = 12.24 Å, c

= 2.876 Å, and α = β = γ = 90◦, obtained from Christensen et al.20 was used to generate

supercells to study the aqueous interface at the (010) basal surface and the (100), (001), and

(101) edges of boehmite. The supercells used for AIMD are 4× 1× 3 for the (100) surface,

3× 1× 4 for the (010), and 1× 2× 4 for the (101), with 4 water layers at the interface.

Classical Molecular Dynamics Simulations. The boehmite surfaces were modeled us-

ing the ClayFF force field with improvements of a Morse potential for the O-H bond and

a Metal-O-H angle term.21–23 The water slab was initially constructed using Packmol24 and

was equilibrated with the flexible SPC water model25 which is compatible with CLAYFF.26

The simulation supercell sizes and all force field parameters employed are presented in Tables

S2 and S3, alongside the equilibration procedure.

Ab-initio Molecular Dynamics (AIMD) Equilibration. The initial structures used

in the DFT (or ab-initio) molecular dynamics simulations were extracted slabs, with the

aforementioned supercell size, from the from the equilibrated CMD trajectory. The equili-

bration procedure was carried out using the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP),

and allows for reconstruction of the boehmite surfaces to relax (resaturate) undercoordinated

atoms that occur upon surface cleavage at the interface (specifically at edges).27 The gen-

eral gradient approximation (GGA) was used via the Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE)

exchange-correlation functional with DFT-D3 dispersion correction method of Grimme et

al.28,29 The projector-augmented wave (PAW) method was employed using an energy cutoff

of 600 eV. The k-point mesh used was modeled using the Γ-point only and the self-consistent

field convergence was set to 10−4 eV/cell. The simulations were carried out in the NVT en-

semble at 298 K using a 0.5 fs time-step. Convergence was presumed once the coordination of

boehmite surface atoms remained constant over 1.0 ps and with a converged potential energy.

In general, the total equilibration time consisted of 5 - 10 ps. Of course, these simulation

times are not sufficient to guarantee that the reconstructed surface corresponds to the global
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minimum, but they were sufficient to heal highly unfavorable surface terminations by physi-

or dissociative chemisorption of H2O (vide infra). The AIMD equilibrated surfaces have a

mixture of surface atom coordination environments. The surface O-atoms are classified using

the nomenclature µx, where x specifies the number of Al-atoms bound to the O-atom (from

1 - 3). The respective protonation state is designated by µxOHn.

Surface Energies. Surface energies were calculated in vacuum with static DFT using

different amounts of hydration on the surface, and for the fully solvated surfaces with AIMD,

according to

γhkl =
En,m

khl − n× EAlOOH
bulk −m× EH2O

bulk

2A
, (1)

where En,m
khl is the energy of the boehmite slab (hkl) of n AlOOH stoichiometric units and m

waters adsorbed, EAlOOH
bulk is the bulk energy of AlOOH for a single stoichiometric unit, and

EH2O
bulk is the energy of a single water molecule in either ice XI or bulk water, for the single

hydration layer or bulk water on the interface, respecively.

Three different hydration models in the vacuum were considered, employing supercell

factors of 4 × 1 × 4 except for the (101) surface, which had 1 × 2 × 4. First, the perfectly

cleaved surface was considered (containing no adsorbed H2O). The second and third model

uses the fully solvated and reconstructed AIMD surfaces as a starting point. All but two

H2O are removed per unit cell, leaving only the chemisorbed water. The second model

redistributed the surface protons such that all µ3O-atoms were deprotonated and all µ1 sites

were doubly protonated, maintaing the neutral surface, followed by geometry optimization.

This model is labelled the “2w” vacuum surface. In the third model, the surface protons

were redistributed such that all µ3 and µ1 O-sites are singly protonated (maintaining surface

neutrality). This model is labelled “2w-µ3OH” after geometry optimization in the presence

of the vacuum. The three vacuum models are illustrated for the (100) surface in Figure

3. A fourth and final model, the fully solvated AIMD reconstructed surface itself, was also

employed for the surface energy calculations.
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(100) 0w (100) 2w (100) 2w-µ3OH

Figure 1: Surface terminations for the surface energy calculations. Interfacial hydroxyl
groups in orange and purple denote µ1-OH and µ3-OH, respectively. Bulk atoms are red,
pink, and white depicting oxygen, aluminum, and hydrogen

The DFT energies employed for the surface energy calculations are the energies of the models

after geometry optimization for the three vacuum models, while the AIMD energies are the

average potential energies after equilibration, reported in Table S5.

Using the determined acidity constants the Henderson–Hasselbalch equation (Eq. 2) was

employed to determine the population of protonated sites on the surfaces under differing

pH conditions (3, 5, and 10). The protonation of µ sites were altered to the appropriate

distribution of protonation states at a given pH and all protonation states were chosen to

be evenly spread across the surface. The surface energies were determined using the same

methodology in the AIMD surface energy calculations.

pH = pKa+ log
[H−]

[HA]
(2)

Morphologies. The morphologies of the boehmite surfaces in a vacuum or solvated by

water were modeled using the Wulff construction module in VESTA,30,31 presented in Figure

S1. The crystal was modeled using Eq. 3, where dhkl is the normalized distance between the

origin and the plane of the surface, γhlk is the surface energy defined in Eq. 1, and γmin is

the lowest magnitude surface energy:
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dhkl =
γhkl
γmin

. (3)

AIMD Determination of Surface pK a Values. The half-reaction scheme of the ver-

tical energy gap developed by Sulpizi and Sprik was employed to determine surface pK a

values.32 The AIMD simulations employed the CP2K package using the RPBE functional

with D3 dispersion corrections and the Gaussian and Plane Waves basis set, with DZVP-

MOLOPT-SR basis sets (supplementary benchmarking tests were performed with the TZV2P

basis set (Al: TZV2P-MOLOPT-SR-GTH; O and H: TZV2P-MOLOPT-GTH).29,33–35 Goedecker-

Tetter-Hutter pseudopotentials were used with a plane waves cutoff of 320 Ry ensuring

sufficient convergence of the energy.36

The vertical energy gap method transforms the proton of an acidic site (denoted AH) into

a dummy atom (a non-interacting particle) and has been applied to a variety of acids ranging

from organic compounds to mineral surfaces.17,19,37 The change in Helmholtz free energy

of the transformation of the proton to dummy atom is calculated using thermodynamic

integration:

∆AAH =

∫ 1

0

⟨EAH⟩dη. (4)

Here, ⟨EAH⟩ is the vertical energy gap, or the difference of potential energies of the reactant

and product state, that is determined from the MD trajectories. The potential energies used

in calculating the vertical energy gap are obtained using the restrained mapping Hamiltonian:

Hη = (1− η)HR + ηHP + VR, (5)

where η is the mapping parameter that is increased from 0 (reactant) to 1 (product) and

any values in between do not have a physical equivalence.

The integral in Eq. 4 is approximated using a Gauss-Legendre quadrature (Eq. 6) which
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requires MD simulations at η values of 0.1127, 0.5, and 0.8873:

∆AAH =
5

18
(⟨E⟩0.1127 + ⟨E⟩0.8873) +

4

9
(⟨E⟩0.5). (6)

The advantage of this approximation over previously used Simpson’s rule (η = 0, 0.5, 1)

is that the end points of the integration integral are not used and therefore the proton is

never fully deleted at η = 0.8873. This has shown quicker convergence of the system and to

decrease the oscillations observed in the potential energy.19

A restraining harmonic potential (VR, Eq. 7) was applied to maintain the proton position

as it is transformed into a dummy atom:

VR =
∑
bonds

1

2
kd(d− d0)

2 +
∑
angles

1

2
kα(α− α0)

2. (7)

This restraining potential utilizes bonding and angle bending terms whose equilibrium (d0,

α0) and coefficient (kd, kα) values are given in Table S4.

An additional constraint was added to prevent proton transfer from H2O or neighboring

-OH to the investigated surface acid site, particularly in the case where η = 0.8873 and the

acidic site appears deprotonated. The coordination number of the H2O O-atom (nc) was

used as the collective variable for constraining the system, as given in Eq. 8:

nc =
∑ 1− (ri/rc)

n

1− (ri/rc)m
, (8)

where rc is the cutoff distance set to 1.35 Å and the smoothing parameters of n and m are set

to 8 and 16, respectively. The harmonic constraint was applied with the ideal coordination

number (N) of 2 and a force constant, k, of 5 hartree bohr−2 (5931 kcal mol−1A−2) as seen

in Eq. 9:

F = k ∗ (N − nc)
2. (9)

The same process of thermodynamic integration for the surface acidic site is applied for the
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deprotonation of a hydronium ion located in the solution region and the transformation free

energy:

∆AH3O+ =

∫ 1

0

⟨EH3O+⟩dη. (10)

The total formula for the pK a calculation is given in Eq. 11. The last term on the right-

hand side describes the unit molar concentration and the thermal wavelength of a proton

equating the translational entropy generated by the acid dissociation and is approximated

as the chemical potential of a free proton at standard concentration, this term is equal to

-0.19 eV:

2.30kbTpKa =

∫ 1

0

⟨EAH⟩dη −
∫ 1

0

⟨EH3O+⟩dη − kBT ln[c0Λ3
H+ ]. (11)

The combination of of pure GGA and the vertical energy gap method leads to excellent

accuracy. For a set of 8 organic molecules, Sulpizi and Sprik 32 computed pK a values within

1 unit of the experiment using BLYP with a combination of TZV2P basis set and plane

waves. De Meyer et al. 19 found an average deviation of 0.7 pK a units across 11 other

organic molecules using BLYP-D3 and the same basis set quality.

Extensive benchmarking of the AIMD protocol was performed, both in the context of the

basis set and number of H2O employed within the simulation system. The effect of increasing

the basis set size from DZVP to TZVP was tested on the basal surface of boehmite for the

µ2OH site. The acidity constants were calculated as 15.69 ± 0.23 and 15.93 ± 0.58 for the

DZVP and TZVP basis sets, respectively. The precision of these two results, and overlap

of their uncertainty suggested that the increased basis set would not be required for the

remaining acidity constant calculations.

The size of the aqueous portion of the box was increased from 36 H2O (4 water layers) to

48 H2O (5 water layers) for the (010) surface to determine the minimum water layer needed

for consistent acidity constant results. The resulting acidity constants were determined to

be 15.69 ± 0.23 and 16.02 ± 0.29 for four and five water layers, respectively. Therefore
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the minimum aqueous box size used on the (010) surface consisted of 4 water layers. The

finalized free energies of deprotonation for all hydroxyl sites can be found in Tables S6 and

S7.

Results and Discussion

The results are presented in four sections: (i) the surface equilibration is discussed to elab-

orate upon the terminal µxOHn distributions for each boehmite edge alongside the surface

energetics, (ii) the predicted pK as of the µxOHn and the overall expected surface behavior

is described in the context of PZC, and (iii) the impact of the surface specific acid-base

chemistry is discussed in the relation to the synthesis of specific nanoparticle morphologies

and prior observations regarding the use of boehmite as an adsorbent within environmental

remediation applications.

Solvated Surface Reconstruction

After cleavage from the bulk crystal, the aqueous (100), (001) and (101) edge surfaces of

boehmite contain under-coordinated Al- and O-atoms. The surface Al-atoms may be 3-, 4-,

or 5- coordinated, while exposed O-atoms are deprotonated. Molecular adsorption of water

is observed in the equilibrated CMD simulations. Molecular adsorption to the Al-centers,

sometimes referred to as physisorption is differentiated from dissociative adsorption of H2O

which involves proton transfer and the formation of a bonded -OH group (often referred

to as chemisorption or dissociative chemisorption). ClayFF does not support OH bond

breaking, thus dissociative adsorption cannot occur during CMD. This combination of physi-

and chemisorption events of H2O—mechanism universally seen at water:metal-(hydr)oxide

interfaces38–40—stabilize the surface energy (vide infra).

The subsequent AIMD simulation confirms that both types of sorption occur (Figure 2).

In the former, the Al-OH2 bond distance changes minimally from the 2.05 Å observed in
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CMD to the 1.95 Å) predicted by AIMD. Interfacial water may also interact with surface

-OH groups through hydrogen bonding (also described as physisorption). The AIMD recon-

struction, induced by water chemisorption further generates step-edges on the (100), (001),

and (101) surfaces. Intuitively, the basal (010) surface does not show any chemisorption at

the water interface.41

As described in the Computational Methods section, surface reconstruction doesn’t guar-

antee that the most stable surface termination is found on the ps timescale of the AIMD

simulations. Thus surface energy calculations were performed as a function of four different

numbers of surface waters per unit cell (three of which are in the presence of a vacuum) to

study the relative stability. The surface energies in: 1) a vacuum (one with the perfectly

cleaved surface (labelled 0w), and 2) two with 2 H2O and either the µ3 O-site deprotonated

or singly protonated, labelled 2w and 2w-µ3OH, respectively) and 3) at a fully solvated in-

terface were then used in a Wulff construction of the nanoparticle, all of which is reported

in the Supplementary Information. Overall, the bulk Al-O coordination number of six leads

to the most stable surfaces, irrespective of the structural model and the method. Further

comparison of the surface energies of the “water ML” models of Prange et al. 42 are in semi-

quantitative agreement with ours, in that the order of the energies across different surfaces is

preserved (Table S5). In addition to comparing the favorability of different levels of hydration

at the surface, the surface energy calculations also allow us to compare the relative energetics

of protonation states on the net-neutral surface, a feature relevant to the determination of

local perturbations of the pK a values.
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Classical MD AIMD

Figure 2: (001) Surface terminations at the end of the classical and ab-initio molecular dy-
namics simulations. The result from CMD depicts molecular physisorption of H2O molecules
at undercoordinated Al-atoms and the AIMD results depicts dissociative chemisorption lead-
ing to the protonation of a terminal O-atom, shown in green.

Table 1: Surface aluminum coordination numbers (CN) and
their density in number per nm2 (labelled d in parenthe-
ses), the density of surface O-atom acidity sites (labelled µx),
and the surface energies calculated using Equation 1 (γ in
kcal/mol/nm2) under differing termination models (described
in Computational Methods).

Surface Al-O CN (d) µ1 µ2 µ3 γ

(100) vacuum

0w 5 (5.44) 5.60 5.60 5.60 170

2w 6 (5.44) 5.60 5.60 5.60 154

2w-µ3OH 6 (5.44) 5.60 5.60 5.60 128

(001) vacuum

0w 4(4.29); 6(4.29) 4.29 4.29

2w 5(4.29); 6(4.29) 8.59 4.29 184

2w-µ3OH 5(4.29); 6(4.29) 8.59 4.29 190

(101) vacuum

2w 5(3.59); 6(3.59) 7.17 7.17 169

4w 6(7.17) 7.17 7.17 82
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(100) Surface. The surface-exposed Al that are equilibrated from CMD simulations of

the (100) surface are 5-coordinate, yet after AIMD re-equilibration are entirely 6-coordinate.

The (100) surface is the most varied in its surface termination as all three µxO sites are

present in equal population. The µ1 oxygens are often observed to be doubly protonated

(µ1OH2)and µ3 oxygens are primarily seen as deprotonated (µ3O
−). Table 1 compares the

surface energies between the perfectly cleaved surface, the reconstructed surface where all µ3

are deprotonated and the µ1 are doubly protonated, and where all µx are singly protonated;

in each case the surface is neutral. The surface energies consistently decrease not only upon

surface reconstruction and H2O physisorption, but also upon the chemisorption required to

create the singly protonated µ3OH site.

(001) Surface. The (001) surface consists of both the µ1 and µ3 O-sites where the former

is 2x more prevalent. This edge undergoes minimal reconstruction in going from the CMD

to the AIMD structure, as presented in Table 1. The 4-coordinated surface Al-atoms are

hydroxylated, increasing their coordination number to 5 and the population of µ1OH. Despite

this, the resulting morphology is complex. Similar to the (100) surface, the presence of both

µ1OH2 and µ3O
− are observed after AIMD equilibration. Surface energy calculations suggest

that a surface with mixed µ3 protonation states, versus all being deprotonated, has minimal

effect on the overall stability. The equilibrated surface is in general agreement with prior

AIMD studies that suggest the coordination number of the aluminum atoms be 5 - 6 and

the relative higher populations of the µ1.
43

(101) Surface. The (101) surface undergoes the most reconstruction as the surface ex-

posed Al-atoms are initially all 3-coordinated and end with entirely 6-coordination. This

surface is comprised of both the µ1 and µ2 O-atoms, albeit under different protonation con-

ditions. The four terminating hydroxyl species are: µ1OH, µ1OH2, and µ2OH with 25%,

25%, and 50% relative populations, respectively. Importantly, this CMD and AIMD equili-

brated surface differs significantly from that previously reported by Raybaud et al. 41 , which
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used AIMD and predicted that all surface Al-atoms were 4-coordinate. More recent mod-

eling of the (101) surface by Motta et al. 44 and Mercuri et al. 45 using AIMD suggests that

under ambient conditions the 6-coordinate Al-O coordination environment is the most sta-

ble, with the presence of the nearly identical hydroxyl groups seen in the current work. The

apparent cause for difference between the prior work of Raybaud et al. 41 , on one hand, and

Motta et al. 44 and ours, on the other hand, lies largely within the short 1.5 ps of simulation

time by Raybaud et al. 41 , while herein we observe that surface reconstruction to yield stable

H2O chemisorption and molecular physisorption requires a minimum of 5 ps. The simulation

model employed might also be the culprit, where in the former 12 H2O and a 1 × 1 unit cell

were used, while in the work by Motta et al. 44 and in the current work, a larger aqueous

phase and expanded supercell were employed. Surface energies reported in Table 1 are in

agreement that the bulk-like 6-coordination leads to the most stable structure.

Sensitivities of pK a to Local Surface Environment

The AIMD equilibrated surfaces have significant heterogeneity in the local hydrogen bond-

ing environments and protonation state of nearest neighbors with respect to any individual

surface bridging O-atom (for example, neighbor µ1 sites may be either singly or doubly pro-

tonated and µ3 singly protonated or deprotonated). This in turn may impact the predicted

acidity constants for the basal surface and edges of boehmite, if for example, the AIMD

configurations are used as a basis for pK a calculation using the MUSIC model, as has been

done in prior work.43 To investigate further, the effect of the nearest neighbor hydroxyl pro-

tonation on the acidity constant was examined using the AIMD vertical energy gap method.

The pK a for two different µ3 sites were determined on the (100) surface; the first had two

µ1OH nearest neighbors and the second had a µ1OH and µ1OH2 neighbor, as seen in Figure

S2. The difference in acidity constant observed was ∆ pK a = 3.34, suggesting that these

sites were greatly influenced by nearby hydroxyl protonation. Unfortunately, sampling of

the pK a of all unique local environments, with subsequent ensemble averaging, increases the
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computational cost threefold for the AIMD pK a calculations.

As an alternative, we instead considered a redistribution of surface protons to generate

a homogeneous environment, where all hydroxyls are singly protonated for the (100) and

(001) except for the µxOHn whose pK a is being determined. The surface energies between

the heterogeneous and homogeneous are reported as 2w and 2w-µ3OH, respectively, in the

Supplementary Information. The (100) surface is predicted to be somewhat more stable in

the homogeneous configuration by 26 kcal/mol/nm2, while the homogeneous (001) surface is

predicted to be 6 kcal/mol/nm2 less stable. These energetic differences are relatively small

compared to the differences in energy relative to the cleaved surface, previously reported as

over 50 kcal/mol/nm2 higher than that of a surface with an adsorbed monolayer of water.42

The (010) surface is inherently singly protonated and the (101) is neutral under a heteroge-

neous distribution of protons as previously mentioned and heavily discussed in prior work.44

The final surface terminations used for the pK a calculations are shown in Figure 3.

(100) 2w-µ3OH (001) 2w-µ3OH (101)

Figure 3: Surface terminations for the acidity calculations, facing the surface. Protons
in orange, blue, green, and purple belong to µ1-OH, µ1-OH2, µ2-OH, and µ3-OH groups,
respectively. Bulk atoms are presented in white.
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Distribution of Surface pK a Values on Low Index Miller Planes

In this section the acidity constants are first predicted using the AIMD vertical energy

gap method and compared against the previously reported values employing the MUSIC

model.43 The surface-specific PZC is then extrapolated from the individual pK a values and

their weighted population. The acidity constants calculated from AIMD follow the general

trends observed in the MUSIC model where the the coordination number of O-atoms to

Al is inversely proportional to the site’s pKa. For most hydroxyls the difference in pK a

between the two methods is ≤ 1. The agreement between the two models diverges for the

(101) edge, where previously MUSIC models utilized a surface termination that consisted

of 4-coordinated Al-atoms, whereas the predicted AIMD surface features fully coordinated

surface Al-atoms.44 Despite the similar results between AIMD and the MUSIC model, the

underlying reactions are different, as previously noted for the gibbsite surface.17

Table 2: Calculated free energies (∆A) of the deprotonation of a surface hydroxide in eV and
pK a for differing hydroxides on the boehmite surfaces. The statistical errors were determined
from three block averages over the AIMD simulation.

Surface and site label ∆A -OH ∆A -OH2 pK a -OH pK a -OH2 MUSIC model (OH/OH2) pKa43

(010) µ2 20.65± 0.01 19.89± 0.02 15.69± 0.20 3.02± 0.43 15.86/Not reported
(100) µ1 20.29± 0.01 19.59± 0.01 21.58± 0.28 9.87± 0.59 21.16/9.28
(100) µ2 20.00± 0.03 N/A 15.39± 0.48 N/A 15.86± 0.01
(100) µ3 19.44± 0.02 N/A 6.03± 0.34 N/A 5.35
(001) µ1 20.18± 0.02 19.36± 0.02 22.20± 0.27 8.99± 0.81 21.79/9.91
(001) µ3 19.13± 0.02 N/A 4.76± 0.35 N/A 4.41
(101) µ1 20.07± 0.02 19.50± 0.02 20.46± 0.18 10.82± 0.34 21.79/9.91
(101) µ2 19.89± 0.04 N/A 17.43± 0.47 N/A 15.23

Basal (010) Surface. The basal surface is homogeneous with only µ2 O-sites present, and

is the most stable under vacuum and most aqueous conditions. The calculated pK a for the

µ2OH is in good agreement with the MUSIC model (within 0.2 pK a units) and the µ2OH2

is determined to be highly acidic (pK a = 3.02). The acidity of the doubly protonated site

is expected, as the (010) surface is typically considered identical to the bulk, being singly

protonated under neutral pH conditions. For a surface with a single type of hydroxide, the
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PZC can be determined as an average of the two pK a values. The PZC determined from the

vertical energy gap method is 9.36, in agreement with the prior experimental work reported

to be 9.5 ± 0.5 pK a units.6

(100) Surface. The (100) edge, consisting of all µ1,2,3 O-atoms had a large range of acidity

constants, spanning 15.55 pK a units for the singly protonated state. The µ1OH2 pK a was

also determined to be 9.87, above neutral pH conditions, validating its observed presence in

the equilibrated AIMD simulations. The PZC can be estimated by subtracting the average

difference between the pK a values for the first and second deprotonation reactions to the

µ2OH site, ∆pK a = 11.81/11.88, for the thermodynamic integration/MUSIC model. The

resulting PZC for the (100) surface is predicted to be 8.55.

(001) Surface. The (001) edge hydroxyls, µ1 and µ3OH has the largest pK a range of all

surfaces, spanning 17.44 pK a units between the µ1 and µ3 sites. Despite the low pK a of the

µ3- hydroxyl, it is still present during the unbiased AIMD simulations. The second acidity

constant for the µ1 hydroxyl is determined to be 8.99, again, validating the OH2 groups seen

in the AIMD trajectory. Although this was the only surface that contained 5-coordinate Al-

sites, this appears to have minimal effect on the hydroxyl acidity. For example, the µ3 oxygen

is bound to two 5-coordinate and one 6-coordinate aluminum atoms. The pKa difference

of this µ3-OH and the µ3-OH on the (100) surface, which is all 6-coorindate aluminum

is 1.27 ± 0.49 pKa units which is a smaller difference than other identical hydroxyls from

surface to surface. By estimating the acidity constants that aren’t explicitly calculated and

accounting for the the different populations for the two hydroxides, the PZC for the (001) is

estimated to be 11.41.

(101) Surface. The second most stable surface at the aqueous interface, the (101) surface,

is comprised of equal populations of the µ1 and µ2 O-sites, in which the µ1 sites are evenly

split between single and double protonations. The pK a values for the hydroxyls on this
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surface differ the most from the previously reported values using the MUSIC model.43 One

explanation is that the surface used in the referenced MUSIC mode calculation drastically

differs from the equilibrated surface in this study.41 The result of these differing acidity

constants is that the (101) surface may remain positively charged over a larger pH range

than the basal surface. By using the prior methods to estimate the pK a for µ2OH2, the PZC

for the (101) surface is predicted to be 13.58.

pH Dependent Interfacial Chemistry

The spread of hydroxyl types and their respective acidity constants across the surfaces is

expected to yield distinct pH dependent interfacial reactivity. As previously stated, the

edge-specific observations predicted here help to further understand the ensemble averaged

information obtained through experimental measurements. Toward that end, we identify

trends in prior literature based upon their crystal morphology and observed behavior in ion

adsorption that relate back to the calculated pK a values obtained in this work.

pH Dependent Morphology. Utilizing the Henderson-Hasselbalch Equation and the

calculated pKa, the boehmite surface protonation was adjusted to match the expected pop-

ulation under the given pH environment, and the resulting morphologies were predicted

based upon the associated surface energies (Table S8). It should be noted that for the (010)

surface, the protonation is unchanged between pH 5 and pH 10, likewise for the (101) edge

at pH 3 and pH 5, yielding equivalent surface energies at these conditions. As illustrated in

Figure 4 the basal (010) surface area is significant across all pH conditions while the (101)

edge becomes more predominant under mildly acidic to basic conditions.
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Figure 4: Predicted boehmite morphologies under varying pH conditions.

Hydroxyl pH pK a OH [O−]
[OH]

pK a OH2
[OH]
[OH2]

µ2 3 3.02 0.955 15.59 2.04 E-13
µ2 5 3.02 95.5 15.69 2.04 E-11
µ2 10 3.02 9.55 E6 15.69 2.04 E-6

Table 3: Differing protonation ratios for the µ2 surface hydroxyls on the (010) boehmite
surface under pH 3, 5, and 10 conditions estimated from calculated acidity constants and
Henderson–Hasselbalch equation.

The (001) edge is only observed under moderate to high acidic conditions, otherwise the

surface energy is relatively large, as reported previously.42 Similar to the basal surface, the

(100) edge is seen in all pH conditions, with the growth along this plane being the significant

change going from acidic to basic conditions. The influence of solvation manifests itself

through the reversal of the order of the (101) and (100) surface areas at pH 10 compared

to the work of Prange et al. 42 , resulting in elongated particles in the current work (4 water

layers), compared to the quasi-hexagonal structure predicted in the absence of solvation.
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Given the modest changes observed between pH 10 and pH 12 without solvation (Prange

et al. 42), this difference in morphology is likely to hold at pH > 10 in the presence of a

solvent. The results at pH 5 are qualitatively similar to the powder XRD results of Chiche

et al. 46 from crystals synthesized at pH 4.5, with (010), (100) and (101) having similar

contributions in terms of surface area but a very weak contribution (001) surface (less than

4%). At pH > 10 the (100) surface is not observed experimentally contrary to our work or

that of Prange et al. 42 , though this may be attributed to the synthesis conditions employed

by Chiche et al. 46 Indeed, crystal growth sometimes involves a competition between kinetics

and thermodynamics that do not always result in the lowest energy surfaces.47

pH Dependent Sorption Properties. Using sol-gel synthesis to generate crystalline

boehmite, the effect of pH on the fluoride adsorption per gram of boehmite has been de-

termined to be 0.2mg/g at pH 2 - 3.5, 0.8mg/g from pH 4.5 to 7.5, and 0.2mg/g at a pH

of 8.11,48 This has been attributed to the loss of positive charge of the boehmite surface as

a result of the loss of doubly protonated O-sites. Although logical, this explanation does

not account for the basal surface whose PZC is 9.36 and the pK a of the doubly protonated

O-atoms being below the peak adsorption pH range. Comparing the synthesis methods used

Vázquez et al. 48 and Jiménez-Becerril et al. 11 to the work by Zhang et al. 7 is it expected

that along with the basal surface, the (100) and (101) edges largely contribute to the surface

coverage. The (100) surface has the most significant changes to surface in the pH range 7.5

- 8. Application of the Henderson-Hasselbalch equation for the (100) µ1OH2 suggests that

at pH 7.5 only 3.2% of the sites have been deprotonated to form µ1OH but at pH 8 more

than 10% of those sites are no longer positively charged. It is thus expected that the change

of protonation from the (100) surface and the decreased charge along the basal surface at

higher pH lead to the shift in adsorption of fluoride at pH 8.

Trace metals like Cr(III) have also been observed to chemisorb to boehmite, a feature

that can significantly influence surface dissolution by presumably limiting the number of
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dissolution active sites.13 Under the reported aqueous conditions of pH c.a. 13, and based

upon the synthesized materials from Zhang et al. 7 , it can be expected that both the exposed

(010) and (101) surfaces were negatively charged, allowing for the adsorption of Cr(III)

onto both surfaces. Such surface adsorption could be controlled based upon the pK a values

presented in this work. For example, the same dissolution experiment could be repeated in

which Cr(III) is adsorbed in a pH between the (010) and (101) PZC thereby only allowing

chromium to adhere to the (010) surface.

It is finally important to note that different populations of O-atom coordination sites and

protonation states across the low Miller index surfaces results in a range of PZC for each

individually that span 8.55 to 13.58. This may account for the differing reported experimental

values for the PZC of boehmite, averaging 9.5 but where unique morphologies have reported

values as high as 11.38.49 The individually reported PZC for the edges in this work may help

to develop synthesis of controlled morphologies that optimize sorbent characteristics.

Conclusions

The primary surfaces [(100), (010), (001), and (101)] of boehmite have modeled at the aque-

ous interface using a combination of classical and ab initio molecular dynamics. All surfaces,

except the basal, undergo surface reconstruction after initial cleavage through dissociative

chemisorption of water at undercoordinated surface atoms, resulting in surfaces that consist

of a variety of unique O-atom coordination environments and protonation states. The acidity

constants for the surface O-atom sites were determined using thermodynamic integration via

AIMD. The pK a values are primarily dependent on the oxygen coordination number with

aluminum, having a value of c.a. 22 when singly coordinated and 5 when triply coordinated.

Comparison of the pK a values in this work with prior reported values from the MUSIC model

have quantitative agreement for all surfaces except the (101) which has a different surface

termination within the AIMD simulations. The PZC values for all surfaces were extrapolated
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from the acidity constants and showed agreement with experimental PZC, providing insight

on the varying reported PZC values as a function of nanoparticle morphology, specifically

the ratios of exposed low Miller index faces. In light of this comprehensive suite of data, the

pH dependent morphology and adsorption chemistry is reinterpreted to provide new insights

into how to control these aspects of boehmite’s interfacial chemistry.
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